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ABSTRACT
The number of Open Statistical Data available for reuse is rapidly increasing. Linked open data technology enables easy reuse and linking of data residing in different locations in a simple and straightforward manner. Yet, many people are not familiar with the technology standards and tools for making use of open statistical data. In this tutorial, we will introduce Linked Open Statistical Data (LOSD) and demonstrate the use of LOSD technologies and tools to visualize open data obtained from various European Countries. We will also give the participants the opportunity to use these tools thus obtaining a personal experience on their capabilities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
During the last years, large volumes of highly structured numerical data have been released online for others to reuse [2]. These Open Statistical Data (OSD) describe financial, social, and political aspects of the world, and thus play crucial role for being a major element of not only the government economic and social but also business decision-making process. Publishing OSD however does not automatically yield benefits [6]. This difficulty of efficiently re-using OSD is explained, among others, by the fragmented environment of OSD [5]. Linked data technologies facilitate the discovery and integration of data on the Web because they semantically annotate data and uniquely define a piece of data using URIs [1] Linked data have been recently recommended by W3C as the most effective way to open up data on the Web (W3C, 2017). However, as this technology is emerging we are lacking methods and tools to manage Linked Open Statistical Data (LOSD). OpenGovIntelligence is a project funded to bridge this gap. In particular, OpenGovIntelligence has developed a number of tools that facilitate the exploitation of LOSD in a simple and straightforward manner. This tutorial could help interested stakeholders to:

• Understand the nature and characteristics of LOSD
• Become familiar with the OpenGovIntelligence tools and their functionalities
• Practice on exploiting real LOSD using OpenGovIntelligence tools
• Become aware of practical experiences and recommendations for using the tools shared by the OpenGovIntelligence team.

2 AUDIENCE, PRIOR KNOWLEDGE AND COURSE MATERIAL
The target audience of this tutorial includes different types of participants of DGO. More specifically, the tutorial should be particularly interesting for:

• Government professionals, since it proposes a new way for publishing Statistical Data exploiting Linked Data technologies. The authors will also share the experience they gained during the application of LOSD in real PAs.
• Software developers, because they will familiarize themselves with the developed tools and their functionalities. In addition, they will have the opportunity to evaluate them from a technical point of view.
• Researchers and anyone interested in LOSD.
3 THE OPENGOVINTELLIGENCE PROJECT

The work presented in this tutorial is conducted within the EU funded project OpenGovIntelligence (OpenGovIntelligence.eu) [3]. This project continues work that started within the EU funded project OpenCube (opencube-project.eu) [4].

The OpenGovIntelligence project aims to modernize PA by connecting it to Civil Society through the innovative application of LOSD. The publication of high quality LOSD can transform society, services and enterprises throughout Europe. Towards this end, the project seeks to support approaches for service co-creation; whilst providing software tools to aid decision making and better manage the complexities and precise nature of high quality LOSD.

The development and adoption of new business processes, policies, and tools will enable the active participation of society and enterprise in data sharing and in the co-production of innovative data-driven public services. The objectives of the project objectives include:

- Identifying the challenges involved in opening, managing, and representing LOSD for the co-production of innovative data-driven public services.
- Creating a framework of business processes, policies, and data infrastructure.
- Delivering an ICT toolkit comprising user centred tools, documentation and specifications that can help realise an eco-system of connected data and services.
- Proving the effectiveness of the approach through pilots in six countries. The pilots will develop services at national and local levels to tackle challenges within society and PA such as enabling better decision-making, enhancing e-services provided by Points of Single Contact, and improving policy-making.

4 TUTORIAL OUTLINE

This is a 3-hour tutorial. The tutorial consists of presentations, a brief hands-on session and time for discussions. The tutorial programme follows.

1. Welcome and tour de table of participants.
2. Presentation of the OpenGovIntelligence project.
3. Presentation of LOSD.
4. Presentation of LOSD tools and practical experiences.
5. Hands-on session on using LOSD tools.
6. Discussion and feedback.
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